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BOOK REVIEWS
The Rebirth of Liberal Education, by Fred B. Millett. New York: Har-
court, Brace and Company, 1945. $2.00.
If the problems of reconversion in education are not solved adequately,
the failure will not be due to any lack of surveys and analyses of its past
record, present difficulties, and future responsibilities. Less ambitious
than the Harvard report, Professor Millett's Rebirth of Liberal Education
is no less stimulating. Sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation, this study
is the outcome of visits to several institutions of higher learning (Reed,
Scripps, Sarah Lawrence, Vassar, Bennington, Hamilton, Cornell, Michi-
gan, Chi<;ago, Iowa, California, Stanford, Colorado, Vanderbilt, Princeton,
and Colgate), where the author talked with a great variety of people and,
in ~e course of his interviewing, clarified his own thoughts on contem-
porary education in the humanities. Though the book is necessarily ex-
pository and much concerned with the methods and functioning of the
various plans, it succeeds admirably in avoiding the cant of much academic
wri~ing about educational affairs.
The book opens with a severe indictment of the scientific method as
applied to humanis~ic studies; it is this method,- according to Mr. Millett,
which accounts for ~e decline of the humanities in our day. Then follow
three chapters dealing with the experimental programs in the colleges
and universities cited, experimentation in the techniques of teaching, and
the personnel in the humanities, respectively. The fifth and final chapter,
perhaps the most suggestive of the five, is concerned with the future of the
humanities.
And what is' the future of liberal education? It is assured, for such
education is "something, like breathing, without which life cannot go on.
Liberal education is not something that can be laid· on the shelf for five or
ten years pf a world war.. . . . Any complete cessation in liberal ed-
ucation would mean a kind of death for our civilization." What is the·
factqr which the humanities possess ~n common? Their mutual co~cern
with values. The sciences and the social sciences of course are also
concerned with values but, Mr. Millett reminds us, "It is possible and
necessary to contend that the disciplines represent a scale of values, and
that the humanities are unequivocally at the top of that scale." Among
the humanistic subjects philosophy is given the central position because
220
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it alone fIcan furnish that systematic investigation of values that will insure
the proper and healthy emphasis on all the subjects_in the liberal arts
curriculum." Like many contemporary critics, the author gives scant
mention to religion; it is disappointing to- hear the constant chatter about
values on the part of many criti<:s and at the same time to no~e their almost
complete neglect.. of the one discipljne most comprehensively concerned
with humane values.
. The Rebirth' of Liberal Education provides no pat formula to assure
the future' of the humanities. It does, however, synthesize much useful '
information and offer a good deal of intelligent criticism. It is a highly
competent contribution to the perennial discussion of liberal education.
THOMAS A. KIRBY
A Texan in England, by J. Frank Dobie. Boston: Little, Brown and Com-
pany, 1945. $2.50 •
It is a long hop, in a 1p.ultitude of ways, from. the rough, grassy plains
of Texas to velvet lawns sloping gently to the River Cam. That was the
jump taken by J. Frank Dobie, cowboy professor of the University of Texas,
when he went to Cambridge to accept the newly established Professorship
of American History. On being invited to the post, Dobie explained that
his knowledge of history "consisted mainly of facts 'relating to the length
of the horns of Longhorn steers . . . the duels Jim Bowie Jought with
his knife . . .' the location of the Lost Adams Diggings . . . and
what, in general, the Southwest was like before 'bob wire played hell with
it':' Henry Steele Commager of Columbia University, the inviter, replied
that it didn't matter since the students couldn't get out of his classes any-
way; so Mr. Dobie flew to England.
A Texan in England is the inevitable product of Professor Dobie:s
year's experiences there.. He explains that he didn't originally intend to
write a book and that this one, therefore, was born "without malice
aforethought." But what writer could resist jotting down his thoughts
on the differences between university students in England and' America,
. the bone-chilling damp of ancient. beautiful buildings, the charms of an
English spring, buzz bombs over the Gardens of Kew? It is out of such
intimate, chatty'material. that A Texan in England is woven. ..
There is no doubt that Mr. Dobie saw England through a golden mist
of words-the words of Chaucer and Shakespeare and Shelley and Burns
and Wordsworth and all the others. He devotes a chapter to proving
that "half of what is interesting and beautiful lie~ in accreted memories."
Incidentally, perhaps subconsciously, he is explaining his own attitude
toward everything English. In the opinion of this reviewer, howev~r, the
author's sincerity, his glowing enth.usiasm, and his innate. kindliness more
than compensate for his over;reverential treatment of his subject. In
addition, A Texan in England contains a good deal of beautiful writing. ,t
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I defy anyone to 'read certain passages describing the spring in England or
the searchlights conducting returning planes across the sky without a little
thrill at their perfection. THE L MAC AMP BEL L
The Cherok~e Strip: an Oklah'oma Boyhood, by Marquis James. New
York: _:The Viking Press, 1945. $3.00. .
~~
"It dripped human na~ure-acquainted you with characters whose
counterparts could be found in any town." So Marquis Jam~s describes
the personal column of the Atchison Globe, but he might as well have
been describing his own book, The Cherokee Strip. Writing in the de-
lightfully simple and breezy style which marks him as an old-time columnist
on a country newspaper, James takes the reader back through his boyhood
years in the zooming land of the Cherokee Strip, "a world populated by
. settlers, fringed with cowboys, stagecoach drivers, lawyer~, outlaws, gamblers,
saloonkeepers, store keepers, horse traders, Indians and Mexicans."
As an inquisitive lad with his long curls pinned up under his old
hat, Markey first learned about the fascinations of pioneer life from Mr.
4 Howell, an old buffalo hunter with a tongue for tall tales-"the only
person," James says, "who was always doing something interestiIlg."
The life of the boy on an Oklahoma land claim broadened when his
father, a lawyer whose outlaw clients had the disconcerting habit of ending
up wearing sqipes, moved his family to the bo~m town of Enid. There
Markey earned his first dimes by carrying special delivery letters to a lady
known as Miss J o. He saved money by having his hair cut at a barber
college. He found out he could write poetry. Arid he received his first
religious setback wqen lightning failed to strike's Enid's bad boys who
gathered outside the church on prayer meeting nights to sing UNero my
dog has fieas." "
Hanging around the newspaper offices he listened, pitcher-eared, to
the tales of tramp printers and got the whiff of ink which has never left
his nostrils: travel and newspapers-the two fascinations for the boom-
town boy. At the railroad depot Markey made money by selling horny
toads to travelers, and fed his grievance against Texas, whose north-bound
citizens declared horny toads were not ~marketable commodities. Markey
developed a rule of thumb by which he judged folks from the neighboring
states. "Kansans were people you felt sorry for. They had such hard
. luck: grasshoppers, droughts, hot winds and Carrie Nation. Arkansas was
a place you joked about. But Texans-they thought they owned the earth
with a fence around it." "
Markey's ambitions were kaleidoscopic-he wanted to be a stage driver,
bear hunter, railroad brakeman, tramp printer. The most interesting
chapters of the book introduce young Markey, 'the newspaperman. The
summer he finished the eighth grade he became a reporter of personal
items. Side line, the Poet's Comer. The latter was his undoing, for he
3
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Wrote a satire on the high politicos of the town, bringing the wrath at
these lesser gods upon his boss's head. High school found him scooping_
veteran reporters, and the death of his father plunged him into a realistic
world where newspaper reporting was a job and not a pastime.
The Cherokee Strip has that gentle melancholy touch which marks
the reminiscence of a happy boyhood. For the inhabitants of today's
troubled world .of John L. Lewis, food shortages, and UNO it has a
distinct appeal. It takes the reader back into the youth of the nation,
to the days· when land was still free for the taking. A man's ambition
was as untrammeled as the rolling mesas. And brass spittoons, minstrel
.shows, revival' meetings, bawdy houses, Confederate colonels, th~ Boys in
Blue, and wooden sidewalks were growing pains of the American way of
life. If the matured nation strikes the ear too harshly over the radio
networks these nights, turn the dial, pick up The Cherokee Strip, and let
Marquis James somersault you back thr~ug4 the year~ with a laugh and
a nostalgic tear for the good old days. MPH
' ARGARET AGE OOD
The Atzec and Maya Papermakers, by Victor Wolfgang von Hagen; intro-
duction by Dard Hunter; Chapter by Paul C. Standley, Field Museum
of Natural History, on "The American Fig Tree." Second edition.
New York: J. J. Augustin, 1944.' $6.00..
The first printing of The .Aztec and Maya Papermakers appeared in
limited edition. in 1943. Its make-up, illustrations, and general aesthetic
appeal led to its being cited by the American Institute of Graphic Arts,
and on the basis of this approbation the publishers issued a trade ·edition
in 1944. This populaJ: work parallels the original except for slight changes.'
A short introduction by Dard Hunter, of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, surveys the development of recording and illustrating ideas
and sets the backgro~nd for the study of papermaking in the New World.
The body of the book' begins with a pleasing recapitulation and abstract
of Maya-Toltec-Aztec culture and the first contacts of~ Aztec with Euro-
peans. Although this section is based upon source material, von Hagen
has allowed his literary talent full play. The bones of anthropological
and historic fact are well disguised. Graphic a~counts of everyday life
during this period and the relations between Montezuma and Cortes are
interesting but highly romanticized. It is definitely a popular- portrayal"
not a scholarly production.
. The remainder of the work presents a survey of New World paper-
making and the uses to which paper was put.. The accounts. are derived
principally from historic sources, beginning with Peter Martyr and carry-
ing through the,\ period of Spanish exploration.. The stress is upon the
possible materials used in the manufacture of this commodity. Here
again, the work lacks the convincing qualities inherent in scholarly pub-
lication, and scientific methodology is sacrificed to general appeal. In spite
4
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of this limitation, however, von Hagen has succeeded in. making a contri-
bution. His book contains an excellent bibliography, is well illustrated,
interesting, and should not be overlooked by specialists in the ~iddle;
American field. > -.r-- W. W. H ILL
Village in The Sun) by Dane Chandos. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons,
1945· $2·75· ,
Mexican Village) by Josephina Niggli. Chapel Hill: The University of
North Carolina Press, 1945. $3.00.
Bewitched Lands) by Adolfo Costa du Rels. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc., 1945. $2.00.
Village in the Sun is a gentle, unpretentious little book, a round-
the-calendar account of Dane Chandos' life in a Mexican village on Lake
Chapala. ,
The endless complications involved in buying a piece of land and
building a house, the day to day happenings of the temporary household
he sets up meantime, provide the material, and the writer treats it with
affection and a quiet humor.
The scamper of Candelaria's sneakers over the flat stones/of the patio~
the endless pat-pat of tortilla-making-a small child at the door anxiously
clasping a warm egg in a dirty hand and inquiring, "If you don't want to
buy an egg of me?"-the swish-swish of the "trapeador" which Eugenio
uses to clean the patio-and the wonderful translucency of the air, "as
though the world stood under a bell of polished glass" the motning after
a storm-such things make the pattern of life in Ajiic. . .
Dona Porfiria arrives with her bolts of 'colored materials and a chipped
yardstick, and Chandos' patio fills with servants and neighbors who dicker
the morning away over magenta rayons and "long-bearded shawls."
A chick breaks his leg and immediately a slow-moving household leaps
into action. Cayetano rushes in with a root. Candelaria meets "him with
a bowl and together they grind the root, smear the chicken's leg with
cooking oil; and apply the plaster-of-Paris-like mixture. That done, Cay-
etano rushes off to kill another chicken for supper while Chandos inquires,
"But why in the world do you kill a healthy chick and try to cure this
'" one?"
"Ay, senor," says Candelaria with a look of horror. "With a broken
leg? Break himself the leg and be killed all the same day? Ay, no, my
poor little one?"
And then there are Chandos' visitors: Eliot and Verne, who have
been in Mexico for 'three months, can't understand a word of Spanish
and know all about everything; Charles with his swan~ luggage and air
of having just left Cannes, whose presence "hung like a mist" over the
household; Francoise, "hot after Mexican antiqUities"; and Gudrun who
asked questions of everybody she met, gave endless advice, and left every-
one exhausted.
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Mr. Chandos is a sensitive reporter who only ocCasionally departs from
a smiling objectivity. But he becomes quite violent about people who
think that because the. Indian's time sense is different from theirs, he is
lazy. "These bribbling dopes,n-he·· exclaims, "have never ,even tried to
understand what they bribble and brabble about, doub!less because they
are too busy peering bug-eyed to catch sight of Hashing senoritas and muy
hombre bullfighters,. and embroidered charros and all the rest of the phony
phooey in night-club novels about Mexico, ever to get an Indio into focus."
In spite of his usual perception, the writer now and then strikes a
false note, especially when he employs what his publishers refer to as a
"deft use of native idiom." "
It seems to me both an arrogance and an absurdity to translate idio-
matic expressions .from a foreign language into literal English in a wa~
that makes the speaker appear cb:iIdlike arid picturesque. "tC6mo no?"
and "dispensame" and "descompu,esto" sound as natural in Mexico as
their counterparts "why not?" "excuse me" and "out of order" "do here.
Why should they be given the literal translation of "how not?", "dispense
me" and "decOmposed"? Why, except to lend that quality of coy pictures-
queness which mars so many travel books?
In Mexican Village we have ten stories, all interrelated but each one
complete in itself, of the people,of Hidalgo.
That they are "good stories" no reader will deny. Skillfully plotted,
vividly written, filled with warinth and humor, each one is an absorbing
tale. Often they smell and sound and taste like Mexico. Always they
hold one's attention from beginning to end And "Plaza 9f the Viceroys"
gives you, the beauty and savagery and tension of a bullfight better than
anything I have ever read .
But in spite of some brilliant writing and undeniable charm, the
book is neither first-rate fiction nor ·the "document on Mexican life" that
its publishers claim for it. Somehow its pattern is too tidy, its characters
too carefully placed within their frames. And somehow one 'would know
without being told that this could not be a story by a Mexican about
Mexico.
Miss Niggli lived in Hidalgo, where' her father was manager of a
cement plant and her friends were village boys and girls. In a sense she
knows her Mexico and loves its people. But somewhere one detects that
unconscious condescension that seems to accompany an emphasis on
quaintness, however sympathetic.
A glance at the table of contents and its subtitles reveals something
of the quality of the book: "The Street of the Canon-where a- dead
man's bones became the bones of contention"; "The River Road-where a
man was too faithful, and a woman too beautiful"; "The Street of the
Forgotten Angel-where a man at last comes home." t
And yet we repeat. They "are good stories. Mexican Village would
be an excellent choice for the bedside table in your guest room.
.'
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Bewitched Lands is a confused and often melodramatic tale of violence
on a feudal hacienda in the Chaco region of Bolivia.
Don Pedro Vidal, the stupid and brutal haciendado~ rules his holdings
with terror and cunning. Whippings, pften resulting in death, are meted
out in the don's court whenever his omnipotence is threatened. He manages
to be perennially elected to the nation's senate,. uses political patronage to
keep relatives and proteges in control. A hint of. murder lurks in the
deaths of two former wives, while a young and pretty third wife keeps to
her own apartment, pleading headaches. Meanwhile the mast~r displays a
rec~ess daring in roping jaguars and terrifies the villagers with his pref-
erence for adolescent girls.
Carlqs, Don Pedro's son by his first m3J!iage, is the antithesis. of his_
gross and wily father. Intellectual and idealistic, he returns from his Paris
schooling fiijed with ideas of service to his country arid hopes of social
reform. He finds his father repugnant and loathes the feudal tyranpy he
represents. Carlos quarrels with his superiors in the army, and after an
abortive attempt at rebellion is sentenced to imprisonment on his family
estate. He clashes with his father, falls in love with his sadly beautiful
step-mother, and 'in the course of a violent quarrel with Don Pedro backs
over the side of a precipice.
In a not-too-skillful epilogue the writer reveals' that Carlos was rescued
from the boiling waters of the Parapiti and lived to organize a successful
rebellion against his tyrant father. But somehow Carlos' passion for social
and economic justice remains romantic and cerebral. And despite long
passages of soul-searching and philosophizing, he never emerges from his
hero's aura into anything approaching flesh and blood reality.
The story is told in the first person by an ambigiuous narrator who
accompanies a prospecting Englishman to Don·Pedro's estate and later, he
tells us, comes to regard Carlos as his best friend. Just what these two
characters contribute to the pattern of the book is difficult to say, since
the author finds it necessary to abandon his narrator in describing Carlos'
. hallucinations during an attack of fever, and again in-the "epilogue."
It seems a pity that despite sometimes vivid writing, acute perceptions,
and what might have been a provocative theme, the novel dwindles away
without making any very strong impression. One will remember the heady
fragrance of an orange grove, the pungent smell of oil permeating a jungle
-but not much of the story or its people.
Mor~ intriguing than the book is the jacket design by the Mexican'
painter, Carlos Merida. JAN E T K ROM E R
Anguish, by Graciliano Ramos: translated from the Portuguese by L. C.
Kaplan.' New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 194q. $2.50.
Graciliano Ramos, considered' by the modem Brazilian critic trico
Verissimo, as "one of the most solid and profound of all Brazilian writers
today," was_ born and spent most of his life t the northeast of Brazil.
i' rrt(f~~
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In this section are laid the scenes of his novels: Silo Bernardo, Villas Secas,
and AngUstia. In .these works Ramos' style cmd mood accurately reflect
the people and land from which he comes-bitter, hopeless, severe, arid, and
sordid. Anguish is a translation of the last title.
Anguish, a psychological novel, portrays the life of Luis da Silva after he
migrat~s from the bacluands to his state capital, where he slowly degener-
ates, moving gradually but inevitably toward his- final doom-,;,IDsanity.
Ramos' style artfully carries olii this slow disintegration of Luis. There
is a heaping of detail upon detail. There is, too, a continual repe.tition
which reminds one of the dripping of water.. All leads irresistibly to utter
confusion at the end of the novel-madness.
Although Ramos may not be one of the most outstandipg writers of
modern Brazil, he probably deserves a better translation than this of Mr.
Kaplan. There are innacuracies throughout, culminating in a meager
glossary that merely serves to"increase the number of errors. In spite of
the errors, however, the average reader will perhaps find this to be an ade-
quate rendition of the original. ALB E R T R. Lop E S
The Peacock Sheds His Tail, by Alice Tisdale Hobart. Indianapolis: The
Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1945· $2.75.
Readers .wearied of war 'stories and repatriate memoirs of World War
II will welcome The Peacock Sheds His Tall, the latest work of the dis-
tinguished American novelist, Alice Tisdale Hobart. The peacock, a sym-
bol of outmoded luxury, was the inspiration for many ballads of the Mexi-
can Revolution, the first tangible achievement of twentieth century dem-
ocracy and liberalism in the countries south of the Rio Grande.
This book substantiates the statement that often .a novelist offers a
more striking picture of a social problem than poes the author of a thought-
ful and informative work. In her story of the Navarros, Mrs. Hobart shows
how the ultra-conservative Catholic family headed by the patriarch, DOft
Julian, tried to maintain the status quo in Mexico in the face of the en-
croaching Revolution and the great social leveler 'of which we hear so
much today, Democracy.
Alice Tisdale Hobart is a skillful writer who has the ability to put the
reader in complete understanding and sympathy with many of her char-
acters. In this novel it is the hero, Jim Buchanan, whose problems become
a personal equation. . Nowhere does Mrs. Hobart show her insight more
tenderly than in her compatriot, who is motivated by three ruling impulses:
his love for his own native land, the United States; his love for the charm
of the ancient cultural pattern of Mexico, the country where pe was born;
and tfi~ly, but all-compelling, his love ~or Concha Navarro. From the
outset ,Concha's physical portrait is made perfectly clear. You know what
clothes she wears and the texture of her skin. It is her psychological te?Cture
that is not· so clear. You are ever conscious that she is of a different na-
tionality; you accept the faci.~that her ·Aztec ancestry explains her passive
~
I
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acceptance of life and her naive manner of meeting the complexities of
modem life. One thing you do know: Concha is in love wi,th Jim Buch-
anan.
The story moves rapidly;. the charaders are dynamic because there
is always something for them to do. There are scenes that constitute. vivid,
honest reporting: the first time Jim sees ConchC\ at the Palacio de Bellas
Artes; their wedding in the Navarro private chapel; Jim' Buchanan's resig-
nation at the American Embassy.
The scene where Concha learns of the automobile accident fatal to
Jim is the greatest success in the book. Altogether, one feels that Mrs.
Hobart has seen enough df the aristocratic Navarros to depict their mood
upon seeing the husk of formality and tradition fall away; she h(lS seen
them closely enough to give them a meaning£~l story and to raise them to
a very high level of interest.
The author will not object if, with the rather meticulous habit of the
professional linguist, the reviewer remarks on some' Spanish expressions
which should be corrected in a future edition. On page 80 a sus ardenes
is found for a sus ordenes; the feminine form, soldadeTra, should replace
soldadero (page 205); poblamo (page 218) should be corrected to poblano.
These, however, are minor errors and'by no means detract from the
value of the novel. It goes without saying that Mrs. Hobart has the "feel,"
and this comes over ~n her book. She brings her story up to date, showing
that the fundamental problems and beliefs of the early days, the Colonial
Period, have carried into the present, that Mexico, althohgh changed out-
wardly, is still harnessed to its past. A tremendously intetesting book, The
Peacock Sheds His TaU is a vivid and authentic picture 0' a crucial period
in the history of Mexico. E DNA L U E FUR N E S S
The Fields, by Conrad Richter. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1946. $2.50.
If Mr. Richter adds more books to the family chronicle which he began
in The Trees and continues now in The Fields, he will bej;the creat~r of
a prose epic on American frontier life more true to the ~irit of the times
than anything since Crevecreur. There is room for such an epic in an
America troubled as never before by uncertain' responsibilities and name-
less fears; for far too much of what we read and hear is but a reflection of
our own fear and uncertainty, sensationally presented
Mr. Richter is no romantic hiding his head under a coonskin cap to
blot out sight and thought of a chaotic world. He has too much common
sense, too much faith, too much of the genuine artist in him for that. The
past which he recreates was once a present, with insurmountable difficulties
of its own to face, and by showing how some of life's problems were solved
. or overcome by human beings not too unlike ourselves, he helps to restore
faith in our heritage.
The story of Sayward Wheeler began in .The Trees when .as Saird .
Luckett, an illiterate Pennsylvania "woodsie," she migrated to the unSettled
9
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Ohio country. There she survived the death of her mother and' the de-
sertion of her father, helped rear her younger brother and sisters,· and finally
married, when he was dead drunk, the Bay State lawyer Portius Wheeler.
/ The Fields is the story of this marriage-sixteen years of it-in a pioneer
community which was changing slowly from, a backwoods settlement. to
a thriving river tOlVn. ,It is primarily the stQry of Sayward, for much of
what occurs is seen through her eyes. A hardy, capable woman-good wife,
mother, neighbor, and farmer-she succeeds because she has the spiritual
strength to do what she considers to· be right without autocratically im-
posing her will upon others. 'i '
Richter's knowledge of his 'material is complete down to the last detail.
The daily round of frontier existence is as familiar to him as though he
had lived it himself. Of equal importance is his insight into the' souls
and minds of his characters, whose fears and hopes and longings are an
outgrowth of the environment which surrounds theine The sense of the
past is aided too by a skillful u~e of the homely idiom of the day-not
dialect-but a careful choice of colloquial expressions.which are used with
discriminating taste. But the q~alitywhich raises The Fields well above the
level of most historical narratives is Mr. Richter's selectivity. A combin-
ation of knowledge, artistry, and self-restraint, it creates a vivid impres-
sion by means of scenes and episodes brilliantly woven toge~er.
Sayward's marriage did not have a propitious start. It has no basis
in romantic love but it endures 'because Sayward, knowing herself, has a
surprising knowledge of human nature in others. She bears and rears her
children, makes her farm self-supporting, takes a leading interest in the
church and in the ·establis~me~t of the school, and hangs onto her land
despite the temptati~n ~o·move from the menacing shadow of the trees.
Only once does she falter badly, and then she is saved by her common
sense.
The life described is hard and difficult. The business of keeping alive
is a full-time' job, in which the 'cultivation and preparation olfood, the
spinning and weaving, and clothes-making, the concocting of "yarb" rem-
edies, and the care of small and growing children are the chief time con-
sumers, but several extraordinary events occur during the course of years
,which give the novel its dramatic intensity. The big hunt, '\rhich cleared
the woods of. "varmints and vermin"; the famine year and the Biblical
trek to Kentucky for corn; and Judah MacWhirter's slow and terrifying
death by hydrophobia are superbly pictured. But the most moving epi-
sode in the book is the restrained, almost cryptic, description of the tragic
death of little Sulie, and Sayward's grief-stricken commentary upon it.
Breathtaking events -have had us in thrall for so lo~g that it is -dif-
ficult to remember that the "little, nameless, unremembered acts of
kindness and of love" continue among the most important things in life.
Mr. Richter has never forgotten this truth and nowhere has he 'shown it
more clearly than in The Fields. B Rue E S U THE R LAN D
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The W1'iting of Fiction, by .August Derleth. Boston: The Writer, Inc.,
1946. $2.50. "-- .
Supe1'natu1'al Ho1'1'01' in Lite1'atu1'e, by H. P. Lovecraft; with an introduc-
tion by August Derleth. New York: Ben Abramson, 1945. $2.50.
H. P. L.: a Memoi1', by August Derleth. New York: Ben Abramson, 1945.
$2.50 •
Best Supe1'natu1'al Sto1'ies of H. P. Lovecraft, edited by August Derleth.
Cleveland and New York: The World Publishing Company, 1945. $.49.
The LU1'ke1' at the Threshold, by H. P. Lovecraft and August Derleth.
Sauk City, Wisconsin: Arkham House, 1945. $2.50.
Something Nea1', by August Derleth. S~uk City, Wisconsin: Arkham ~ouse,
1945. $3.00.' J...
G1'een Tea and Othe1' Ghost Sto1'ies, by J. Sheridan Le Fanu; edited by
AugUst Derleth. Sauk City, Wisconsin: Arkham House, 1945. $3.00.
Who Knocks'! 20 Maste1'pieces of the Spect1'al, edited by August Derleth.
New York: Rinehart and Company, 1946. $2.50.
August Derleth, I suspect, formed as a youth a picture of himself as
a successful man of letters and. has worked prodigiously to realize that
picture with, as he grew older, very little revision of its 'outlines~ -His first
published story appeared-in Weird Tales-when he was seventeen. Now,
at thirty-seven, he is the author or editor of forty.;four published volu~es,
with another dozen scheduled or in progress. Here is accomplishment to
fulfill any youthful desire for distinction. Derleth is, beyond cavil, a man
of letters: a novelist, poet, .editor, and anthologist, listed in Who's' Who,
_ and director of his own publishing house. But there remains about his
. work, I think, a curious boyishness, which is engaging only at times.
Even Derleth's most serious writing, his Sac Prairie Saga, in which ·he has
projected a Comedie humaine of Wisconsin village life in some fifty
volumes, too often has about it a quality' of -a bumptious, if gifted, -youth
putting his townsmen in their place. His verse, apparently written with
great speed and facility, rarely rises above a youthful response to the
natural landscape. In his less ambitious writing, Derleth gives a free
rein to his somewhat adolescent enthusiasms. He has written a volume or
two of Sherlock Holmes pastiches; he has created his own detective, Judge
Peck, and has written nine or ten volumes of his adventures; he is writ-
. ing a history of comic strips and a history of the Milwaukee railroad. But
it is in the field of the weird tale that he has been particularly busy.
Here Derleth's mentor has been H. P. Lovecraft, whose stories; when
he died in 1937, were scattered through the pages of such magazines as
Weird Tales. and Astounding Stories and a few anthologies. Derleth has
been an indefatigable collector, editor, and publisher of Lovecraft, and is
largely responsible for what seems to be a growing Lovecraft cult. Derleth
is the director of Arkham House-named for an imaginary town in Love-
craft's work-which has published a number of volumes of Lovecraft's
1
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stories, of Derkth's, and of other writers whose work'seems to be in enough
demand by the readers of Weird Tales to make the venture profitable.
.As-- one who is 'not" an initiate, I should think that the best buy is the
well-gotten-up :volumes published by World, The Best Supernatural Stories
of H. P. Lovecraft, which contains fourteen stories-including The Colour
Out of Space, which is quite a yam-and sells for forty-nine cents. The
Arkham House· volumes, published in editions of two or three thousand
copies, ~ppear to be for the ~pecialized trade and har~y seem worth the
price for the average reader. The Lurker at the Threshold, an unfinished
Lovecraft novel completed by Derleth, is a part of the elaborate "Cthulhu
mythos" which is pretty dull going. Something Near is-- a collection of
twenty of ·Derleth's stories from Weird Tales which showal>only how dry
the pot can boil. Green Tea is a collection of good old-fashioned ghost
stories by the Irish writer Le Fanu, who lived in the middle of the last
century. Lovecraft's Supernatural Horror in Literature says some very
sensible things about his qaft, and traces the history of the Gothic tra-
dition; Derleth's H. P. L.: a Memoir is an appreciative biographical sketch.
Who Knocks'! is designed for a wider audience. It includes a story
apiece by Lovecraft, Derleth, and Le Fanu, but it also contains. stories by
Wilbur Daniel Steele, Mary E. Wilkins-Freeman, Algernon Blackwood,
Lady Cynthia Asquith, and thirteen others. Perhaps the best of the lot
is the story It by the young wri~er Theodore Sturgeon.
Writing Fiction, a handbook, is more interesting for what it tells
about Derleth than what it tells about writing. It contains the usual advice,
but has the advantage over most of the books of the sort of .holding up the
example of Derleth's own. tirelessness. He records, without a trace of
humor: "The formation of this habit early in lif~ [writing every day] made
'it possible for me to write my novel Evening In 'Spring in twenty days, at
the rate of five- thousand words a .day-at the same time that I was lecturing
for an hour daily at the University of Wisconsin (twenty-five miles away)
on 'American Regional Literature,' I and keeping up with all my corres-
pondence, and my Sac Prairie Journal (seven hundred fifty to one thou-
sand words daily), to say nothing of a book of poems written and revised
while traveling to and from the lecture room."
• COLEMAN ROSENBERGER
The Towers of Manhattan: a SpanisJi-American Poet Looks at New York,
by Alfredo Ortiz-Vargas; done into English verse by Quincy Guy Burris.
Inter-Americana Translations I. Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press. $2.50.
The non-professional reviewer rarely has the opportunity of ~xpressing
his opinions twice on the same book. This pleasant task has fallen to my
lot with Ortiz-Vargas' poem, Las Torres de Manhattan, published by Chap-
man and Grimes some- five years ago. Critics often bewail the fact that
in this materialistic age of ours we no longer honor the poets. Ortiz-Vargas
. .
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cannot make this complaint, since in the land of his adoption his epic
poem has appeared in two forms, first in his native tongue, Spanish, an«;l
now in English dress.
Never in the history of the American continent has there been so
much intercultural penetration as today. Our universities, and museums
have done much to foster this exchange of thought and artistic expression,
and with the help of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs
much excellent work has been done in introducing the art and culture of
the other Americas to the people of the United States. This translation
published under the auspices of the School of Inter-American Affairs of
~ the University of New Mexico forges yet another link in the chain of con-
tinental understanding.
Mr. Ortiz-Vargas comes from Colombia, a country which perhaps more
than any other of the Americas has encouraged its poets, and poetry is a
genre in which Latin-Americans have excelled. Manhattan's towering
skyline is tb,e theme song of this- epic poem of .some four thousand lines.
It expresses the hope that the new Tower of Babel which is New York
City, instead of bringing confusion to mankind, will be a center which
will radiate brotherly love among"the peoples of the Americas. It is a prayer
that there will be forged in this vast metropolis a new civilization based
on international good will. Ortiz-Vargas sees in the city of New York the
future center of the world's civilization. His poem is neither the Messianic
hope of a millenialist nor the doctrinaire principle of a political ideologist.
It is a cri du creur of admiration and awe on the part of a philosophical
poet who is a lover of mankind. .
Professor ~urris of New Mexico Highlands University, a poet in his
own right, is not CIa ha.rJJ?less drudge who has been content to keep faith
only with the words of the original," an accusation which can be made
against so many translators. His rendering of this twentieth-century epic
--- has preserved all the eloqu'ence and fire of the Spanish verses. Fortunately
his task has not been unduly difficult, because Ortiz-Vargas does not stem
from the modernistic school of Spanish-American poets whose elegant and
often trite symbolism was more European than American. This school
of poetry, whose greatest exponent was Ruben Dario, has no place in
Ortiz-Vargas' scheme. His free verse is more reminiscent of Walt Whit-
man, who incidentally has left his mark on Spanish-American measures.
And Ortiz-Vargas is familiar not only with Whitman; he. has published
penetrating studies of MacLeish, Millay, Masters, Frost, and Sandburg.
Then too in Ortiz-Vargas -:here is much of the spirit of the Hebrew pro-
'phets of the Old Testament, which is not a very common source of in-
spiration fof' Hispano-American poets, who hark back rather to Castilian
and French models.
I for one hail this translation with great enthusiasm, for Mr. Burris
has shown how a Spanish-American poet has been inspired by our own
great poetry. Here is a poem whose language is Spanish but which breathes
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the spirit of the American contin,ent. Mr. Burris has done a double service
to the Americas. He has made it possible for Americans of the"North to
get a picture of their great cultural center made by a man of Spanish-
American birth, and at the same time_he has made a beautiful gesture to
the culture of Spanish America.
And now let the reader who has acquired a bit _of Spanish judge for
himself. I quote the opening lines from both the original and from Mr.
Burris' translations:
IMas alto, mas alto, mas alto
que las mas altas dmas
y los mas altos vuelosl
IMas alto que el mismo
corazon luminoso del lucero mas alto,
torres aureas, subidl
La ferrea estructura que asienta el abismo,
os da los azules .
magnificos reinos del combo zafir.
Upward and upward, still higher,
over the loftiest summits,
over the loftiest flyingl
_Aye, higher, higher
into the luminous heart of light,
o lustrous towers liftingl
And the chasmed streets, the valleys of steel!
Magnificent,- azure kingdoms .
of sapphire bending.
An Italian has coined the pithiest epigraJD. in all epigrammatism:
"Traduttore, traditore," a. translator is a traitor. Mr. Burris lias proved .•
that every rule has an exception. - We can say of him: 'Tis the spirit' he
gives us, not. the letter. SAM U ELM. W AX MAN
The Correspondence of Thomas Percy and Edmund Malone~ edited by
Arthur Tillotson. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State U.niversity Press, 1944.
$3.50 ." .
This· volume is the first of a projected series of "some eight or ten ..
volumes" of The Percy Letters~ of which David Nichol Smith and Cleanth
Brooks are the general editors"S. This initial' selection covers' the periQd
- from 1779, a year before Malone published his Supplement to. Shakespeare
and three years before Percy went to live in Ireland upon his appointment
as Bishop of Dromore, to 1811,- the year of Percy's death. Some nineteen
of the ninety-six letters known to have been exchanged between Percy
.and Malone dUring this period are missing; the others, forty-two from
Malone and thirty-five from Percy, are here given, with the positions of the
missing letters noted. Most of the missing items are from Percy and
some of his other letters are represented by extracts only, the letters them-
. <-
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selves having been lost. The result is tfiat much more than·half the book
is Malone's correspondence to Percy; nevertheless, the continuity of a
reciprocal correspondence is much less broken than one might anticipate,
and the interest is well sustained.
Two principal topics predominate in the letters. The first is of
course literary intelligence, not only of the activities of Percy and Malone
themselves, but of all the others~ large and small, of the age. Percy, iso-
lated in Dromore from the busy literary scene, begged Malone for news
6f the world he had left: and Malone complied with detailed accounts of
his own Shakespeare' and Dryden studies, information about sales and
collections, reports of current publishing and editing, an acc~unt of his
own system of collation, and scores of miscellaneous comments on the
literary scene. Percy, who was engaged on the revisions of the Reliques
which were incorporated in the 1794 edition and on additions to his
Surrey, also produced at this time his Memoir of Goldsmith. His reports
of these activities and his comments on' information received from Malone
make his share of the correspondence just as interesting and important as
the letters he received. The second main topic of the letters is news of
the Club, Malone reporting faithfully at Percy's reiterated request ad-
ditions to membership, loss of members by absence or death, and news
of meetings and attendance. More than most letters, these are therefore
filled with names, and the editor has with great 'care and thoroughness
supplied identifyjIlg footnotes. Indeed, the editing everywhere is of the
" ' ,highest quality, leaving no room for any critical objection. The reader
will feel none of the annoyance, either with omissions or inconsistencies,
so frequently felt in books of this kind. The introduction is ample and
informative, the index is painstakingly thorough, the footnotes, as has
~een implied, are complete and satisfying.
These letters throw a hundred sidelights upon the times and upon
nearly all the men, prominent or obscure, of the period. Since most of
the letters have not before been printed, students of the age and of Shake-
speare, Johnson,· and Goldsmith particularly will find the volume indis-
pensable. . The whole series, when complete, will repre~ent one of the
most important acquisitions to eighteenth-century schol3Jship. All who
find abiding interest in that field will look forward to ~e next volume,
which will be The Correspondence of Thomas Percy and~ichard Farmer,
extending from 1761 to 1778. the period of Percy's grea est at:tivity. in-
cluding the first edition of the Reliques. Th~ special edit of this volume
will be Cleanth Brooks. C.W. WICKER
./
Samuel Johnson: a Biography, by Joseph Wood Krutch. New York: Henry
Holt and Company, 1944.
Although this book was not received for review, an4 this and othe~
circumstances have heretofore prevented· the appearance ih these pages of
a notice of the book, Krutch's Samuel Johnson is of such outstanding im-
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portance that this occasion is taken, not to present a formal review, but
'merely to call attention to it briefly. ' A new life of Johnson, than whom
perhaps no author but Shakespeare has been more studied, researched) and
written about, is a bold undertaking, but Dr. Krutch possesses the scholar-
ship and enthusiasm to have written a thorough and most readable life
which will long remain the final word. In his Foreword he says that his
attempt was to "produce a large inclusive book which would serve to give
the general reader a running account of Johnson's life, character, and
work as they appear in the light of contemporary knowledge and of con-
temporary judgment." This and more Dr. Krutch has done. In a~most
complete and satisfying faslJ,ion he has made the great Doctor live and
has presented his work, his coterie, and his times for the benefit of all,
scholar, as well as general reader, who are interested. ; In some six hundred
pages, and not one too many, the whole story is told. The style is admirable
in this age of much careless and bad writing. The many fine illustrations
add mufh to the interest. As has b~en said by another reviewer, the ap~
pearance of this book is a literary event of the first importance.
C. V. WI eKE R
Why Abstract? by Hilaire Hiler, Henry Miller, and William .Saroyan.
New York: New Directions, 1945. $2.50.
Why Pauline? Who are you to whom Hilaire Hi,ler addresses his
"Letter" and "Postscript" in his little book called, Why Abstract' (It more
accurately should have 'been called "Why I Paint Abstractly.") Why the
dutiful essays on Hiler by William Saroyan ahd Henry Miller sandwfched
between Hiler's ':letters"? Perhaps we shall never know and it is of doubt-
ful importance that we should, because a book planned to make a "splash,"
as this one is, often falls flat the way this one does.
Determined to be Significant and obyiously intent on being a "sen-
sation" in the art book field, Why Abstract' indulges in considerable name-
dropping calculated to elevate the artist-author to the authoritative posi-
tion his peremptory remarks require. This boo~, ostensibly written to
justify Hiler's painting, tries to justify Mr. Hiler, to influence other painters
to follow him, and to advertise, his other writings, his teaching, and his
pictures. All this is supposedly to aid the bewildered layman; actually it
is for the trade. In allprobaJ?ility it 'will be read, if at all, by artists and
students, and we may give them 'tredit fo~ remaining unimpressed. Some
undoubtedly will sucCumb to the currently popular "snob" advertising
¢copy technique (Does your painting look dated?) employed· by Hiler to
stampede satellites to his point of vjew. Although he does not actually
say so, Hiler's conclusiC?n is tha~ he must be of, what he calls, the avant
garde painters, those who are aware of, indeed prepared for through science
(psychoanalysis in his case), the new plastic age our author sagely predicts.
The planned tomorrow envisioned for us is very reminiscent of the last
World's Fair and is described in the now hackneyed terms of "functional
16
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architecture" and "streamlining." Artists will become architectural en-
gineers, scientific draughtsmen,· and photocell color-chemists. They will
work for, and in close conjunction with, the managers in the "managerial
form of government" to be. These test-tube, scientific painters will face
"the brave new world" armed with bright new color never known before.
Too bad, Pauline, that this was written before the dramatic advent of the
Atomic Age. It might have made a difference.
As for the filler of the sandwich: is it possible that the noted authors
were innocent of the sarcasm we read into their appraisal of the painter-
author, Hiler? Saroyan's clever note, in which the self-admitted genius
offers an analysis of the nature of genius, is burdened with an undisguised
quality of an, I-promised-so-here~it-ischore. Because he pleads with the
reader to buy Hiler pictures, he suggests that he may be accused of being
"vulgar." He is highly amusing, for while facetiously ~ecommending the
purchase of. these canvases by others, he adroitly excuses himself on the
dubious grounds of lacking both the hanging space and the price of even
one painting. Saroyan knows, as we all do, that his shock-treatment tech-
nique will bring forth more "copy" than any other. Therefore, he laughs
off Hiler pa~ntings and the purchase of one: "Buy it for your country.
Be a patriot. Buy it for your children. Be a liero and give them a head-
start. Unless you yourself can paint. In t4at case, try to sell your paint-
ings and give everybody a head-start." Mr. Saroyan already has a head
startl
Henry Miller, on the other hand, is not so facetious in his essay,
which starts out as a recommendation of Hiler as a teacher and ends in
praise of Picasso. The generous recommendation would carry more real
weight if Miller were a well-known painter instead of a well-known ex-
patriate writer. He says Hiler is "one of t1?-ose sane madmen whose sanity
is a disease, a curse, a blight." We are not sure what he means by this,
but most of his re~arks on Picasso reflect his contact with the school of
Paris and give insight into perhaps the greatest siPgle influence on con-
temporary art. Picasso, he believes, "has only one defect-he is not
God. [He is] single-minded ... works as an artisan: thinks as a god. All
his labor is pure creation only because each task is already accomplished
in advance." Miller then concludes, "And so, apart from ~icasso who goes
on in an unending stream of pure creation, the artists of today are divided
in their labors. Part of every artist's time and energy is' devoted to de-
struction, willful, deliberate, purposive destruction." We do not question
this. The work at hand might be an example.
To return to Hiler and Pauline (and I got so tired of this sort of -
thing), he readily admits acquaintance with Walter Pach's stimulating
book, Ananias, or The False Artist, but he fails t~ own his debt to it for
much of his attack upon popular, academic art. These attacks~ like Pach's
before him, seem quite valid. Hiler uses too many terms in referring to
this spurious art. The best, perhaps, is "ham," already familiar tlriough
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its theatrical connotation. "Chewing gum" and "Kitsch" (from Clement
Greenberg) are obscure. 'By im.plication~ the avant garde art he keeps
referring to~ avoids being "ham" by' being always abstract. Simply, the 0
logical conclusion is that his way and work escape being "academic;" in
the worst sense of the word, by the same token.
Unlike most devotees of a certain system of painting, except the great
Picasso, our artist-~uthor readily concedes there ~e other ways where he
says, "Yo~ could tell me that geometrical de~ign and composition are not
incompatible with more or less representational painting.. You could cite
masterpieces from Giotto,' and bef~re him.~ or from Picasso to bolster up
your case. 1 wOllld have a very hard time getting around such evidence."
Hiler feels he' can "leave these things, basically important though they
may be, out of the discussion" and still "explain" his position.
Mr. Hiler, sure of himself and confident of the future of the world in
, general and the art world in particular~ tells us that he is now painting for
that future. He designs for the house of tomorrow~ for "a little plastic
palace~" as a popular song once said. And he proudly owns that "It is
not hard to see why I haven't as many acquaintances and can no longer
indulge in entertaining double talk. In short someone is getting stuffy."
En garde, Paulinel Touche! '. LL 0 Y D L 6 Z E S G 0 F F
Artists on Art, compiled and edited by Robert Goldwater and Marco
Treves. New York: PantheoI\ Books~ Inc.~ 1945· $4-50.
Sculptors and painters~ "artists" being the general an4 accepted term,
" often feel alone, or that each is separated in thought from his fellow
artists. Particularly is this tendency felt in regard to artist predecessors and
the cultural tradition in particular. A few of the writings in Artists on
Art will reassure any artist and convince any reader that the artist is actually
related to his fellows both past and present by bonds of interest~ of thought,
or integrity, and by numerous other ties which show that he is defPlitely
part of an order. Here are echo-es of what the artist may have considered
his personally unique observations. He will agree and disagree with the
- g>written obserVations and opinions of the artists of the past and the present~
but he cann<?t fail to note that many have pertinence today. The distin-
guished work edited and comp.iled by Robert ~Goldwater nd Marco Tteves
is an anthology on art~ a compilation of excerpts m the writings' ot
painters and sculptors from the fourteenth to the twe tieth century. This
excellent art reference book fills a distinct need in e field. The «ditors
are to be congratulated on doing more than s- ply transposing their
material. They have given 3: usable text, and one that is excitingly
- presented. ,
I For the first time we have a comprehensive his of ar.t written by
the artists who helped to make that history. At least alf of the writings ,
used have been translated into English for the first time; and for many
readers, as was the case with this reviewer, there will be many first ac-
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quaintances among the artists used. The editor, Rpbert Goldwater, points
out in his introduction that lesser-known artists and less-well-known artists'
writings were given preference over such ..:familiar writings as Delacroix's
Journal~ Leo.!!.ardo's Notebooks~ and others. One hundred and, forty-two
men of varioUs nations and epochs in authentic, personal language give an
over-all art history free from the bias of one author. The material is well
arranged chronologically and there are national subheadings for each
century and under the principal art movement captions. Cross references,
introduced into the text of the book, aid in comparing similar and con-
trasting opinions on important topics.
Most of the early writing shows that the artist of that time took for
granted the reason for ar~, the aesthetic purpose, and that h~ was more
concerned with technical and subjective problems. Later the concern
becomes increasingly one of certain art movements, such as Neo-Classi-
cism, Romanticism, .Realism, Impressionism, arid so on. But in spite of
this variance of thought from one age to another, there is a startling unity .
of purpose and an amazing recurrence of topics which artists have con-
sidered important. There are too many to note fully, here, but a few
will be apposite illustrations.
One recurring "problem" concerns portraits, in ~e sense of com-
missioned portraits. The majority who write on this issue feel such a
conmiission to be degenerating to the painter or sculptor because the artist
has to please, not himself, but the sitter, the sitter's family and friends,
and therefore cannot do his best work. Vincente Carducho prqnounces
that ~'Great painters paint no portraits." Vincent Van Gogh sighs, "Ah,
portraiture, portraiture' with the thought, the soul of the model in it,
that is what I think must come."
Each epoch has artists who decry the "declin~ of art," and each those
who evaluate the masters; but since the advent of the public exhibition
of the salon type in the nineteenth century, a point of contention has been
the jury system of choosing paintings to be shown in exhibitions. David
d'Angers, writing in 1840, suggests that painters should have'the same rights
that writers have. "Would it not be absurd," he asks, "to make up a
jury of writers, no matter how distillguished they might Qe, to decide
which books are worth pUblishing?"
Among the early writings are a number of how-to-do-it paragraphs.
Many of these are more amusing thail instructive and were no doubt in-
one of what kind of subject to limit art to it, remains one of subject matter.
zation of matter is of fundamental importance "in order that art should not
eluded for this reason. The seventeenth-century' artist, Francisco Pacheco,
writes on "How To Paint Women." He advises that to "avoid the danger"
of "stripping women (as the ancients did) in order to depict them to per-
fection" [the painter should] "take the hands and faces "with all the required
variety and beauty-from virtuous women whom [you] might see without
danger, and for the rest of the bodies make use of gopd paintings, prints,
. l
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drawings, plaster casts, ancient and modem statues and the excellent out-
lines of Albrecht Duerer." Another bit of advice\ which see~ funny to
us now was no doubt pertinent in its day. Antonio Paloinino, court
painter .to Charles II of Spain, counsels the pQrtrait painter always to begin
his portrait in a "standing position." Then he continues, "Now make
your model sit down, and sit down yourself. So it is done even in the
presence of the King, if His Majesty", orders"it. If he does not, beg him to
allow you eto, in order to be conifortable during your work:'
A great deal of dogmatism has always clung 'to the problem of subject
matter, it would seem from reading_Artists on Art. Whether the discussion
is 'one of today's subjective (objective) or subject-less (non-objective), or-
one of what kind of subject to limit art to, it remains one of subject Jnatter.
There is almost constant insistence upon some limitation. For. instance,
Pietro Da Cortona wants "every artist to restrict himself to the production
of sacred works alone. . . ." By'way of contrast let us paraphrase Piet
Mondrian of the present century. He thinks the "law of the denaturali-
zation of matter is of fundamental importance" in order that art should not
represent the natural aspect of things. Contrast the over-all view and the
open-minded wisdo1Xl_ of a man like Picasso, 'Who says, "There is no ab-
stract art. You must start with something. . . . Nor is there any
'figurative' and 'non-figurative' art. Everything appears to €Ius in the guise
of a 'fi~e':' Another man whose writing in ~is book sp-ows open-
mindedness is Kandinsky. He asks, "Must we then abandon utterly all
.material objects and paint solely in abstractions?" To which he answers,
"There is no 'must' in nt, because art is free." This man is credited with
being the father> of the abstractionist school of painting.
Artists on Art is beautifully printed and the format makes the book
handsome, manageable, and. readable. It is a definite contribution and
one no art library can afford to be witho~t.
LLOYD L6zEs GOFF
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